




WHAT MAKES BERKELEY, BERKELEY?
Famous Architects / Architectural

Influences:
Bernard Maybeck (Arts & Crafts style)

John Galen Howard & Julia Morgan
(Beaux-Art/Classical style with emphasis on

symmetry, rhythm, and formal design)
William Wurster (Modernist style &
emphasis of "feeling of function")
Current: UC Berkeley, College of

Environmental Design

 Berkeley-Specific Design Concepts:
Structural Expression / use of structure as

the ornament
"Application of art in industrial design"

(highlighting the beauty in tectonics in
architecture)

Provide rhythm and repetition in 
 Sensitivity to environmental design and

sustainability

CLIENT-DRIVEN PRIORITIES
& DESIGN VALUES

Prefer the monochromatic color /
material palette with emphasis in
textures

Prefer the contrast of monochromatic
colors vs lighting

Incorporate 'design-y' architectural
elements and features such as box
popouts highlighted by light and shadow

"There are too many current Berkeley
buildings that are trying to be too trendy
with too much articulation" 

Prefer "simplicity" / elegance in boxes
and basic forms

PROPOSED DESIGN
LANGUAGE /
EXECUTION

1. Focus on the simplicity in
form, and allow push/pull of

massing to create visual
variety

2. Allow for the structure to
be exposed, and highlight
joinery and tectonics in the

architecture

3. Create patterns, building
rhythm, and variety in
surfaces with light and
shadows and textures

Architecture is for life and pleasure
and work and for people. The
picture frame, not the picture.
-William Wurster

William Wurster frames an
interior courtyard garden
by Lawrence Halperin with
floor to ceiling storefronts.
The repeating mullions
and floor/ceiling decking
and vertical posts create
a strong feeling of rhythm
while providing maximum
visual transparency from
the interior to exterior
spaces.
[Mid-Century Modernism]

Bernard Maybeck plays with the
patterns created by the light and

shadows cast on varied siding
textures at the Chick House in

Berkeley (1913)
[American Arts & Crafts style]
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"Frame" =

Owner-provided
Inspiration image:
The main massing is
based on an extrusion of
a simple grid, and
architectural features
and visual interest is
created from a push
and pull of the main
mass to highlight and
differentiate activity for
a special space like a
lobby between the hotel
and residential uses, or
a living room within a
modular apartment.

Owner-provided Inspiration image:
Visual interest is created by undulation/texture at the
facades. Utilizing a monochromatic colors/materials
palette emphasizes the changes in volume without
relying on just paint color.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DRIVING PRINCIPLE:

Exposed Structure

Highlighted Entrances &
Framed Uses

Curated views created for
the User/Experience

1A. Overall structure consists of simple
rectangle boxes.
1B. All residential patios are popped
inward, not plant-on patios.
1C. Staggered pop-out window boxes
provide visual interest and variety in
the elevation.PROPOSED DESIGN LANGUAGE / EXECUTION

3A. Limit colors and utilize a monochromatic palette 
        with different textures and reflectiveness.
3B. Use recesses and channels to provide shadow lines
       and change of depth at pop ins and 
       windows/doors/storefront openings.
3C. Highlight the verticality of the building volume.
3D. Use lighting to outline the extrusions and pop outs.

2A. Expose all steel and concrete 
        structure where possible
2B. Highlight joinery of materials 
       wherever possible
2C. Board-formed concrete 
       textures at the poured in 
       place concrete podium & 
       planters
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Transparency at corridors, to open
up/over look the roof garden /
community amenity space, where
possible

Environmentally Sustainable by Design:
The residential units and corridor frame the atrium space. We
want to highlight this space with lots of natural lighting and green
walls/roof garden elements. With a roof garden at/over the
amenity space, we can harvest rain water for the plants instead
of routing to the storm water sewer system. With use of lots of
glazing and skylights, we are providing natural lighting which will
greatly reduce the need for artificial lighting.

Roof deck and skylights over the
amenity spaces allow for natural light
at the space below, plus a unique
opportunity to provide an outdoor
community space.

Design goal for the atrium &
interior courtyard spaces: lots
and lots of natural light.
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